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THEMES PASSAGES LEVELS

Snow
1 fiction

1 nonfiction A-E

Penguins
1 fiction

1 nonfiction A-E

The New 

Year

1 fiction
1 nonfiction A-E

100th Day
1 fiction

1 nonfiction A-E

MLK Jr. 
1 fiction

1 nonfiction A-E
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Penguin can stand. Penguin can swim.

Penguin can jump.  Penguin can sleep. 

||||||||||||||||||||

① What can Penguin do?

Penguin
NameA

swim fly run

sit sleep crawl
② What else can Penguin do?
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||||||||||||||||||||
Penguin

Name

Penguin likes to stand.

Penguin likes to swim.

Penguin likes to jump.

Penguin likes to fish.

Penguin likes to sleep! 

B

① What does Penguin like to do?

fly run         swim
② Retell the story. Who did you tell? 
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||||||||||||||||||||
Penguin

Name

I see Penguin.

He can stand. 

He stands on the ice.

He can jump.

He jumps into the water. 

He can swim. 

He swims under the water. 

Penguin is tired. He can sleep! 

C
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① What does Penguin do?

run            swim fly
② Why does Penguin sleep?

He has fun. He is tired.



||||||||||||||||||||
Pat the Penguin

Name

Pat is a penguin. He has fun.

He likes to stand on the ice. 

He looks all around. He likes 

to jump off of the cliff. He goes into the 

water. He likes to swim in the water. He has 

a fish friend. Her name is Fran. Pat and 

Fran like to play tag. At the end of the day, 

Pat is tired. He likes to sleep. 

D

① Who does Pat play with?

||||||||||||||||||||||||
② What does Pat like to do?
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○ run ○ fly            ○ swim 



Peter the penguin had a fish friend. Her name

was Frannie. Peter and Frannie wanted to play

together. “Do you want to waddle?” Peter asked.

“I can’t waddle,” Frannie said. “Do you want to

dive off of the cliff?” Peter asked. “I can’t dive off of the cliff,” 

Frannie said. “Do you want to stand on the ice with me?” Peter asked. 

“I can’t stand on the ice,” Frannie said. “Do you want to play swim 

tag?” Peter asked. “Yes!” Frannie said. “I can swim fast!” 

||||||||||||||||||||Swim Tag NameCE

① Why can’t Frannie waddle with Peter?

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
② What do Frannie and Peter do? ○ play tag     ○ dive 
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Penguins can swim. Penguins can slide.

Penguins can dive. Penguins can waddle. 

||||||||||||||||||||

① What can penguins do?

Bats Have
NameA

fly    swim talk

waddle run         crawl
② What else can penguins do?
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○ swim   ○ slide   ○ dive   ○ waddle
Vocabulary

Penguins



The Penguin

||||||||||||||||||||Name

The penguin can swim.

The penguin can slide.

The penguin can dive.

The penguin can waddle.

The penguin likes to play. 

B

① What can a penguin do?

waddle fly run
② Retell the text. Who did you tell? 
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○ swim   ○ slide   ○ dive   ○ waddle   ○ play
Vocabulary



||||||||||||||||||||

Penguins

Name

Penguins can swim.
They use their flippers.
Penguins can slide. 
They use their stomachs.
Penguins can waddle. 
They use their feet. 
Penguins can dive. They have fun. 

C
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① What do penguins slide on?
their flippers    their stomachs    their feet

② What do penguins use to waddle?

○ flippers   ○ slide   ○ stomach   ○ waddle
Vocabulary

their flippers    their stomachs    their feet



||||||||||||||||||||

Penguins

Name

Penguins are birds. They 
do not fly. They swim. They
have flippers. The flippers help them swim 
under the water. They swim to catch fish. 
Penguins waddle on land. Penguins like to have 
fun. They can slide on their stomachs. 
Penguins like to dive. They jump into the water. 
Penguins like to play. 

① What do penguins do on land?

||||||||||||||||||||||||
② How do penguins like to have fun?
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○ by sliding ○ by diving     ○ both

D
○ eyes  ○ ears  ○ feet  ○ wings  ○ mouths 

Vocabulary



Penguins are birds. Penguins cannot fly like

most birds. Penguins are very good swimmers. 

They have wings. The wings are called flippers. 

Their flippers help them swim through the 

water. Penguins eat fish. They swim fast to catch them. Penguins 

like to play. They slide on their stomachs. They dive into the water. 

They chase each other. Penguins have fun. 
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||||||||||||||||||||Penguins NameCE

① How are penguins different from other birds?

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
② Penguins use their wings to… ○ fly    ○ swim    ○ eat

Vocabulary ○ flippers  ○ catch ○ stomach  ○ dive  ○ chase




